
Supporting Reading at Home
A guide for parents

When supporting your child, the aim is to make reading an enjoyable 
experience. Consistency is essential if progress is to be made. Try to:
• Practice regularly
• Set aside a specific time for reading
• Read for between 5 and 10 minutes
• Use a comfortable and quiet area
• Make it fun and interesting
• Be encouraging – there is no need to correct every mistake if it still 
makes sense.



When you hear your child read, let them hold the book. 
Encourage them to use the following strategies:
Key/Tricky words (write these on cards and use as flashcards 
at the beginning and end of each session)
• Letter sounds and blends
• Pictures
• Meaning of the text
• Length of the word
It is important not to confuse your child so concentrate on 
developing a few skills at a time.

Learning to read is like trying to crack a code. Children should be 
encouraged to look for different clues to help them understand what 
they are reading. Learning individual words is important but they are 

really aiming to work out the whole message.



REMEMBER to give lots of PRAISE, and be specific!!!
“Well done, you had a go on your own.”

“Good try, but did that make sense?”
“I like how you read that bit again to check it.”

“Well done for using your sounds”

More Tips
For more help and tips on supporting your child to read at 
home, we would recommend reading this article on the BBC 
website: BBC Bitesize – Top Tips to support reading
Guide from an Early Years Practitioner for how to teach 
phonics
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=guide+to+phonics+for+pa
rents&&view=detail&mid=458A2D85B29009D893CB458A2D85B
29009D893CB&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq
%3Dguide%2Bto%2Bphonics%2Bfor%2Bparents%26FORM%3DHDR
SC3

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zbxby9q?xtor=CS3-31-[Bitesize~N~~BitesizeJan_Reading]-[Facebook]-[23844107251330553]-[23844107302060553
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=guide+to+phonics+for+parents&&view=detail&mid=458A2D85B29009D893CB458A2D85B29009D893CB&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=/videos/search?q%3Dguide%2Bto%2Bphonics%2Bfor%2Bparents%26FORM%3DHDRSC3


These are some of the things you may notice or want to use as 
next steps to help your child progress in their reading. This is 

what teachers would normally be using to help your child if they 
are reading RR17-24 ( on the spine of your child’s book)

• Can read split digraphs (make, like, vote) 
and a wider range of digraphs such as 
‘ue’, ‘ph’ 

• Can read words with contractions [for 
example, I'm, I'll, we'll], 

• Can read other words of more than one 
syllable that contain taught blends

• Can read words containing taught blends 
and common suffixes: ment, ness, ful, ly

• Can read accurately by blending sounds 
in unfamiliar words containing blends 
that have been taught without undue 
sounding out or hesitancy.

• Read common exception words- words 
which cannot be de-coded using phonics ( 
see year 2 list on next page)

• Checking that the text makes sense to them 
as they read and correcting inaccurate 
reading.

• Making inferences on the basis of what is 
being said and done.

• Can ask and answer questions about 
what they are reading.

• Can make plausible predictions about what 
they are reading.

• Can discuss and clarify the meanings of 
words, linking new meanings to known 
vocabulary.




